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Delivering Cost Effective CCS in the 2020s: an overview of possible developments in
Wales and areas linked to Wales CCS activities via shipping
A group consisting of private sector companies, public sector bodies, and leading UK academics has
been brought together by the UKCCSRC to identify and address actions that need to be taken in
order to deliver a CCS based decarbonisation option for the UK in line with (the now updated)
recommendations made by the Committee on Climate Change, i.e. 4-7GW of power CCS plus 35MtCO2/yr of industry CCS by 2035 [1].
At an initial meeting [2] it was agreed that a series of regionally focussed meetings should take
place. The meeting reported here looks at potential developments in Wales, and in particular how
shipping of CO2 could support such developments. A meeting to consider the Yorkshire-HumberTeesside region, and how these three areas could interact within the CCS context, has already been
held [3]. This was followed by a meeting to consider development issues in the North West of
England [4], and a meeting focussed on developments in Scotland and how these might relate to
other regions will take place in September 2016.
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Conclusion 3.4

Conclusion
North Wales emitters should work with those in the North West of England to develop a
pipeline transport based cluster utilising the Hamilton gas field for storage.
15 Mt CO2/yr of large-scale industrial and power based emission sources are clustered
along an approximately 100 mile coastal strip of south Wales.
A combination of industrial (steel, refineries, cement), and gas-based power generation
is likely to be sited in South Wales into the 2030s and beyond.
Interest exists in applying the H21 project concept within (South) Wales, and logical
sites exist where the associated steam methane reformer(s) and CCS plant could be
sited.
Two deep water and a number of other smaller port facilities exist that could be used
for export / import of CO2 by ship.
An action group should be established in South Wales where power companies,
industrial emitters, National Assembly representatives, and other stakeholders, can
work together to build a business case for a shipping-based CCS solution for the region.
The CCS regulatory framework is fragmented and any shipping based cluster should
initiate a work package to consider the legal framework within which it sits at an early
stage in its development process.
A project with publically available outputs, clarifying the situation regarding ETS
allowance and shipment of CO2 outside of the EU, would be extremely beneficial in
helping emitters understand the risk profile associated with involvement in such a
development.
Development of ‘real world’ business case studies, that could be taken to Member
States and other countries for backing, is a potentially valuable route to expediting
progress with issues around the London Protocol and other legal frameworks.
Development of bi-lateral agreements, whether or not involving London Protocol
member states, could act to expedite progress with a number of legal issues.
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Conclusion 4.1

Conclusion 4.2

Conclusion 4.3

Conclusion 5.1

Conclusion 5.2
Conclusion 5.3

Conclusion 5.4
Conclusion 5.5

Conclusion 5.6

Practical experience gained through the Sleipner project has given a group of
Norwegian companies the confidence to undertake studies into a CCS based
decarbonisation solution for large industrial facilities that are coastally located.
Many of the learnings from this project should be directly applicable to the South Wales
scenario, and instigation of a joint working group would potentially offer significant
value to all parties.
Whilst further more detailed cost studies are required, information available to date
indicates that a shipping based CO2 transport option, for both power and industrial
emitters in South Wales, may make commercial sense in the next decade.
The theoretical demand for CO2 for EOR in North America is large but, technical
considerations aside, the timing of major additional CO2 streams becoming available in
both Europe and North America will be the key to the commercial viability of a
transatlantic shipping operation.
If possible results from studies on shipping CO2, that are being undertaken on behalf of
the DoE, should be made publically available
Further research and analysis is required in a number of technical and commercial areas
before any firm conclusion can be reached about the viability of shipping CO2 from the
EU to North America for EOR.
India has limited geological resources available to it in which to store CO2 and therefore
requires a shipping based CO2 transport option.
India should seek to work with the USA to develop a bilateral agreement for the
development of ship transportation of CO2, and should consider a similar undertaking
with the Gulf States.
Companies based in the EU, with experience of CO2 shipping and or storage, should
seek to support the development of 5.5 as this could expedite wider progress on legal
issues concerning transboundary shipping of CO2.
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Agenda*
0. Introduction to the Meeting and Participants
1. CO2 Shipping for Storage Overview: technical and possible UK CO2 reception terminals
2. CO2 Sources in Wales, Roles Envisaged for CCS
3. Legal Challenges of Cross Border CCS
4. Cost Effective CCS Opportunities [Norwegian experience]
5. Shipping CO2 to North America for EOR
6. Closing Discussion
* Items 1-5: introductory presentation or talk followed by group discussion
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Summary of Discussions
0. Introduction to the Meeting and Participants
Jon Gibbins explained that whilst new CCS strategies are being developed the UKCCSRC is taking the
opportunity to explore stakeholders views on what should / will be done in the future for the various regions
of the UK. This exploration is shaped by the desire to identify and address actions that will support delivery
of a CCS based decarbonisation option for the UK in line with (the recently updated) recommendations made
by the Committee on Climate Change, i.e. 4-7GW of power CCS plus 3-5MtCO2/yr of industry CCS by 2035
[1].
Recent discussions with local stakeholders had made plain a requirement to address the needs of emitters in
Wales that were unlikely to have a pipeline transport option open to them for of the order of twenty years.
Shipping is a potential route to achieving this but, whilst a number of technical studies have been carried out
over the last decade, progress with business cases and issues such as the legal framework have lagged
behind.
Each agenda item would therefore see information tabled that is germane to the potential development of a
shipping-based CO2 transport option to support decarbonisation efforts in Wales. In each case attendees
would then be given the opportunity to make comments and raise discussion points, with the aim of
eventually identifying a series of realistic next steps (see Section 6).
Before discussion of the main agenda items participants were given to opportunity to introduce themselves
to the wider group.
1. CO2 Shipping for Storage Overview: technical and possible UK CO2 reception terminals
To set the scene, and to provide a starting point for the attendees who were relatively new to this topic,
material was briefly presented concerning:
-

General trends
Reviews on shipping CO2 that are already in the public domain
Recent studies that give an indication of the commercial status of CO2 shipping
Work currently in progress

These slides can be found on pages 16 to 33 of this report.
Participants then provided (references to) additional information that they felt would be of use to others.
These included reports by SCCS [5] and CO2deepstore [6] concerning shipping transport of CO2 for EOR and
the potential for Peterhead to become a CO2 import terminal respectively. Also included was initial
information on CO2 shipping fleets already in existence:
-

Yara has the best known fleet of CO2 ships: three small ships now operated by Larvik shipping
(900 – 1200t), two slightly larger converted LPG tankers (1800t)
Anthony Veder has a small dual purpose LPG/CO2 tanker (1250m3), to carry CO2 for the Linde
group.
Fleet of larger dual purpose vessels operated by IM Skaugen (10000m3), rated for CO2 transport
but it is not confirmed that these have been used as such
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2. CO2 Sources in Wales, Roles Envisaged for CCS
To place Wales in the context of thinking on the role of CCS (within the global drive to reduce CO2
emissions), data from the IEA CCS roadmap [7] was used to highlight the importance of CCS to reduction is
industrial emissions, as well as the power sector. Steel, cement, gas processing and oil refining facilities are
all present in Wales and sit alongside both fossil fuel and biomass based power generation. On a global scale
current emissions are small (circa 20Mt/yr within the ETS) but, as the UK seeks to attain its medium term
targets, addressing sources of this magnitude will become more critical. A (CCS) solution, for sources without
easily accessible storage solution by pipeline, thereby becomes of corresponding importance.
Whilst an increasing number of policy responsibilities have been devolved to the National Assembly for
Wales, with regard to energy and climate change the scope is still relatively limited. For example only the
development consents for onshore power generating infrastructure below 50MW is devolved. The Silk
Commission on Devolution in Wales [8] has recommended that this be raised to 350MW however, and this is
part of the ‘Welsh Bill’ that is currently under review. The Assembly also has limited responsibilities with
respect to industries such as steel which are large emission sources within the country.
At present approximately 15 major emitters make up >95% of ETS emissions in Wales, with 7 of these
sources being >1Mt CO2/yr. The majority of these emitters are located along the south Wales coastal belt,
with only ≈3Mt CO2/yr arising in north Wales. For the latter emitters the most likely CCS-based emissions
reduction solution is to jointly create a cluster with emitters in the North West of England, in the form of a
pipeline network, and utilising the Hamilton field for offshore storage [4]. The remainder of the session was
therefore focussed on the potential for shipping CO2 as a solution for emitters located in South Wales.
Like other regions in the UK the group of major (ETS) emitters in Wales continues to evolve, and this is
particularly true in relation to the power sector. Presently the Aberthaw coal-fired power station is the
second biggest emitter in Wales and, like its counterparts across the UK, will shut down by 2025 driven by
both UK policy and EU legislation. Conversely, and again in a similar manner to elsewhere in the UK, gas-fired
generation remains relatively strong. Forward projections, such as National Grid’s 2016 ‘Gone Green’
scenario [9], suggesting that this will remain the case for at least the next 25 years. The dominant industrial
emitter of CO2 is the Tata owned steel plant at Port Talbot (>6Mt CO2/yr). Operations there are based on use
of blast furnaces to make iron, meaning that the major emission points are the blast furnaces themselves,
the hot stoves that service the furnaces, and the on-site power station that utilises ‘works arising’ gases as
fuel for generation of both electricity and steam. Whilst the future of this plant has been uncertain earlier in
2016 the majority of potential future owners envisaged continued use of blast furnaces to make iron. Other
major industrial emitters include the Valero oil refinery (≈2.5Mt CO2/yr), and another smaller refinery (>1Mt
CO2/yr), both of which are located at Milford Haven, although the future of the latter site may now be as a
storage facility.
Figure 1 illustrates how 12-15 Mt CO2/yr is clustered along an approximately 100 mile strip of the South
Wales coast. Both Milford Haven and Port Talbot are served by deep-water ports, and additional shallower
ports are also available. These should be capable of handling both CO2 tankers that already exist and those
that are currently at the design stage.
Group discussion mainly focussed on the type and scope of (additional) CO2 sources that might be on stream
in the future. It was understood that Wales & West Utilities are interested in the H21 concept that has been
developed for Leeds City Region [10]. Arising from this is then the question of where the corresponding
steam methane reformer(s), used to make hydrogen, would be sited. Close to the Milford Haven natural gas
import terminal being a logical conclusion, as this would also provide a shipping-based route out for the
associated CO2.
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Figure 1: Major CO2 emitters and port facilities along the south Wales coast
The Milford Haven area also encompasses a major refinery and it was discussed whether this was likely to
include any on-site high purity CO2 sources. Whilst the group acknowledged that further information
(including data on CO2 stream concentration levels), should be sought out, it was generally felt that the type
operations undertaken at this facility precluded there being any such high concentration sources.
Finally, future process technology options at Port Talbot steel works were further discussed. One potential
future owner (and bidder to purchase the site), employs an electric-arc furnace based steelmaking model,
but one where the power to drive these operations comes from in-house biomass based power generation.
In this case such a power plant would be located at or close-by the steel works, and CCS would need to be
deployed to address the corresponding emissions. Meaning that whilst the type of CO2 source may change
the emissions point would remain within Wales.
Conclusion 2.1

Conclusion 2.2
Conclusion 2.3
Conclusion 2.4

Conclusion 2.5

North Wales emitters should work with those in the North West of England to
develop a pipeline transport based cluster utilising the Hamilton gas field for
storage.
15 Mt CO2/yr of large-scale industrial and power based emission sources are
clustered along an approximately 100 mile coastal strip of South Wales.
A combination of industrial (steel, refineries, cement), and gas-based power
generation is likely to be sited in south Wales into the 2030s and beyond.
Interest exists in applying the H21 project concept within (South) Wales, and
logical sites exist where the associated steam methane reformer(s) and CCS plant
could be sited.
Two deep water and a number of other smaller port facilities exist that could be
7
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Conclusion 2.6

used for export / import of CO2 by ship.
An action group should be established in South Wales where power companies,
industrial emitters, National Assembly representatives, and other stakeholders, can
work together to build a business case for a shipping-based CCS solution for the
region.

3. Legal Challenges of Cross Border CCS
The CCS regulatory framework (in Europe) is dependent upon international law, EU law, and member state
(MS) domestic law. This leads to a fragmented situation where numerous conventions, protocols, directives,
laws and regulations, are all relevant to CCS (projects), to a greater or lesser extent (see slide 15 of the
supporting presentation in the Appendix to this report). Note that many of these touch on CCS whilst not
being CCS specific.

International
Law
EU Law

Domestic
Law

Figure 2: CCS Regulatory Framework

Regarding international law this is especially true.
Instruments such as UNCLOS, the London Convention
and London Protocol, and OSPAR, all influence crossborder transportation of CO2, but having been
originally developed with other (wider) purposes in
mind. A number of universal principles are also
applicable even though they may not appear within
the specific instruments. These include, for example,
the precautionary principle, polluter pays, best
available techniques (BAT), and the proximity principle.

There is, in fact, limited regulation of CO2 transport within EU law (see CCS Directive Articles 24 and 21 (1)),
but more widely it seeks to emphasise that each MS should develop implementation mechanisms that work
best for themselves. This has led, for example, to some MS basing their CCS regulation on regulations that
they already have in place for the oil and gas industry. It is important to recognise therefore that projects
based in different MS may be subject to different legal frameworks implementing EU legislation.
A very important point to note relates to ETS allowances. If CO2 is transported outside of the EU it may not
be possible to (legally) prove that the CO2 has been stored in accordance with the demands of the ETS, and
therefore the emitter may be in danger of losing emissions allowances.
As described above CCS-related EU legislation, and specifically the CCS Directive, allows MS to implement
the directive in a manner that ‘works for them’. So, whilst implementation will be similar from MS to MS it is
not the same. Additionally there is no common basis for a CCS regulatory framework, beyond general
principles of international law, when projects involve jurisdictions wider than the EU. And even within the EU
we see, for example, that CO2 might be defined as a hazardous waste by some MS but not others.
The London Convention and Protocol are of particular relevance to whether (and to where) CO2 could be
legally shipped from Wales:
“Contracting Parties shall not allow the export of wastes or other matter to other countries for dumping or
incineration at sea,” - London Protocol Article 6
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In 2006 CO2 streams from CO2 capture processes for sequestration were included as a waste that may be
considered for dumping. Then, in 2009, the transboundary transport / export restriction was removed, and
in 2012 transboundary storage was permitted. The transboundary restriction removal requires ratification by
two-thirds of the 45 MS, however, and only the UK, Netherlands and Norway have done so to date.
Another area that has yet to be adequately addressed in some legal and regulatory frameworks is liability,
and projects continue to highlight this as an area of concern. Liability itself is broken down into three
elements in the case of CCS; civil (3rd party damages for e.g.), administrative (public authorities giving a
clean-up order for e.g.), and under the ETS. It is important therefore to always be aware of what sort of
liabilities a CCS project will face, and that:
•
•

Public authorities are always liable to other MS if, say, a clean-up is required.
Private stakeholders are never 100% off the hook, e.g. claw-back in the case of gross negligence

Work is therefore clearly required to address both the above issues and a number of others that there was
not time to cover at this meeting. An IEA project study report provided some high quality initial thinking [11],
but a more in-depth study is required. Given the slow progress on ratification of the London Protocol
amendment(s), for example, it may well be necessary to build business cases that are clearly of value to
targeted countries (and others who could follow by example), in order to stimulate more rapid progress.
In discussion it was felt that the use of bilateral agreements might be a route to gaining international
endorsement of CO2 transboundary transportation. It was noted however that as soon as one signatory to
the London Protocol is involved in export of CO2 then the relevant bilateral agreement would have to be
taken to the relevant International Maritime Organisation (IMO) meeting. Additionally, bi-laterals must not
impact on any third party MS whose continental shelf, for e.g., may be traversed during transportation.
Another alternative considered was whether sale / purchase of CO2 as, say, a process fluid would make its
use (for EOR) allowable. Post-meeting discussion of this point suggests that an additional response may be
helpful:
‘According to Article 6, it is prohibited to export "waste and other matter" for dumping or
incineration at sea. "Waste and other matter" is defined as "material and substance of any kind,
form or description", which includes CO2. Thus the LP does not open up for "defining your way
around" CO2 being a waste by calling it something else. However, an exception in the LP opens up for
CO2 used for CO2-EOR operations totally being excluded from the LP. This implies that CO2 may be
exported for such use, without the prohibition in Article 6 being applicable. As mentioned during the
round of questions, export for onshore CO2-EOR (or storage) is not regulated by the LP.’
Again, in order to clarify and make progress with this issue the consensus was that development of specific
(business case driven) studies would be of considerable value. The group believed that there is an ongoing
project on behalf of the US DoE that is looking at shipping, but a date for publication of this work is not
known.
Finally, the [lack of] definition of ‘overwhelmingly CO2’ within the LP was discussed. Without other drivers
this would eventually be defined via case law but, in fact, two such drivers are already in existence. One is
the technical need for high purity levels in order to cost minimise capture, transport and storage. Another is
the ongoing ISO standard process that will almost certainly result in such a definition.
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Conclusion 3.1

Conclusion 3.2

Conclusion 3.3

Conclusion 3.4

The CCS regulatory framework is fragmented and any shipping based cluster
should initiate a work package to consider the legal framework within which it sits
at an early stage in its development process.
A project with publically available outputs, clarifying the situation regarding ETS
allowance and shipment of CO2 outside of the EU, would be extremely beneficial in
helping emitters understand the risk profile associated with involvement in such a
development.
Development of ‘real world’ business case studies, that could be taken to Member
States and other countries for backing, is a potentially valuable route to expediting
progress with issues around the London Protocol and other legal frameworks.
Development of bi-lateral agreements, whether or not involving London Protocol
member states, could act to expedite progress with a number of legal issues.

4. Cost Effective CCS Opportunities
For over 20 years CO2 has been successfully injected at the Sleipner CO2 project. Whilst commercially driven
by the CO2 price in Norway its technical success has been driven by a number of factors including:
•

Good geological understanding

•

Innovative use of subsea and offshore technology

•

Monitoring of the CO2 plume and modelling of future CO2 migration

•

Operational excellence

This knowledge and experience base has underpinned a recently completed large scale CCS feasibility study
of concepts involving ship-based transportation of CO2 [12].
Three industrial CCS opportunities have been studied that would involve storage of 1.3Mt/yr CO2, arising
from source streams with three different CO2 concentrations levels. Based on a good understanding of a new
potential storage site (Smeaheia – name not yet confirmed), three storage concepts were also investigated;
direct injection, transhipment, and via an onshore terminal. Whilst submerged turret loading was found to
be technically feasible a new qualifying programme would be required because the operating regime is not
the same as for oil and gas. Off-loading offshore using vessels of the likely size (smaller than oil tankers for
example), would result in additional difficulties due to the impact of both wind and waves on such vessels.
The study therefore recommended shipment of CO2 from coastally located industrial sources to an onshore
intermediate terminal from where it would be piped a relatively short distance to the storage site. Whilst a
7”pipeline could handle the required 1.3Mt CO2/yr a 12” pipeline (the maximum that can be easily be
reeled), has been proposed as this allows for future growth up to 5Mt CO2/yr at relatively little extra cost.
For the ship transportation leg(s) three pressure-based ship designs were investigated; low pressure (6-8 bar
at -50oC), medium pressure (15 bar at -15oC), and a higher pressure. The latter has now been excluded as the
ship size cost penalty outweighs the energy saving. Design optimisation work continues in the low-medium
pressure regime.
Whether to use a direct or collecting system at the source side has yet to be decided, but for the energy
from waste plant a fleet of six trucks will be used as its urban setting precludes the deployment of a pipeline
solution
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Figure 3: The Norwegian Large Scale CCS Project Studies – Concepts (© Statoil ASA 2016)

At this level of study costs are still at the ±40% confidence level, but work such as that undertaken by the UK
CCS Cost Reduction Taskforce [13] makes it clear that significant savings are possible in the future. At
present the capital investment for this project, including the required FEED study, is seen as being less than
that for a single power station. Annual operating costs would be less than one tenth of that.
Looking further into the future this project is seen as a leaping off point for development of a larger scale,
more geographically disparate, CO2 shipping infrastructure around the North Sea and (potentially) beyond.
The storage site has a potential capacity of 2Gt CO2, enabling far higher storage per year volumes to
eventually be handled. As more delivery capacity is commercially justified additional 12” pipelines can be
reeled out. Once a sufficient volume of CO2 has been sourced the potential for EOR also becomes significant.
In the immediate future the Norwegian authorities are studying the project’s findings, and they will make a
funding decision in time for the national budget statement in the autumn of 2016. Assuming a successful
outcome a FEED study would take place over calendar years 2017 and 2018, with a view to the Government
making a project go-ahead decision in mid-2019. This, in turn, would allow construction to begin in late 2021
with completion in 2022.
Conclusion 4.1

Conclusion 4.2

Conclusion 4.3

Practical experience gained through the Sleipner project has given a group of
Norwegian companies the confidence to undertake studies into a CCS based
decarbonisation solution for large industrial facilities that are coastally located.
Many of the learnings from this project should be directly applicable to the South
Wales scenario, and instigation of a joint working group would potentially offer
significant value to all parties.
Whilst further more detailed cost studies are required, information available to
date indicates that a shipping based CO2 transport option, for both power and
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industrial emitters in South Wales, may make commercial sense in the next
decade.

5. Shipping CO2 to North America for EOR
A brief introduction was provided to the use in the USA of naturally occurring CO2 for the purposes of
onshore enhanced oil recovery (EOR). Very significant infrastructure is in place to support this, including
>4500 miles of CO2 transportation pipeline. Developments are currently impacted by the low oil price but,
this is not expected to last forever and, additional CO2 is eventually expected to be required beyond that
which should become available via the Kemper County and Petra Nova (coal-based) projects. The driver for
this being tremendous future potential in Texas and a number of other US states.
Whilst the potential for shipping CO2 from the EU has been discussed at some length over the last two years
only preliminary project work has been done and, for example, commercial arrangements have not been
adequately investigated.
One potential avenue for further investigation is whether the tankers that currently transport propane and
ethane from the USA to the EU could be modified to take on board CO2 for the return journey. Again, some
initial work has been done, but more is required before this can be considered anything but a blue sky idea.
Preliminary work also suggests that there is considerable market potential, but it has to be questioned
whether operators of currently commercially viable shipping fleets would choose to potentially put this at
risk in order to enter the CO2 shipping market.
The group was aware that conversion of both LPG and LNG carriers had been looked at. The former case
whilst difficult was technically feasible, and Yara have converted two such tankers (see section 1). LNG
tankers, however, utilise consitions significantly different to those required for CO2 and it is therefore
unlikely that such a conversion would ever be carried out. Concerns were again raised as to why a
consortium would choose to ship CO2 from Europe to North America when engine emissions become
significant at distances of >1500km and, in theory at least, large quantities of CO2 should become available in
North America itself. Timing will therefore be critical for a successful project.
Recent studies have been carried out into CCS in emerging economies, and particularly India [14], which has
restricted storage capacity. India therefore needs a shipping based solution and, as both the USA and India
are not bound by the London Protocol, the time would appear right to look at the development of a bilateral
agreement between these countries. At the present time the political climate is also favourable. India is also
rapidly expanding its port infrastructure meaning that capacity is not likely to be a constraint. Potentially
India could also look to the Gulf States where, like North America, there is significant demand for CO2 for
EOR. The political situation is not currently as favourable however.
Both Korea and Japan are also looking at the potential for shipping of CO2 with potential sink areas being
Indonesia and Australia, although they have also studied the possibilities in their own waters. For such long
distance routes current technologies may not be adequate though and consequently additional research
may be required.
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Conclusion 5.1

Conclusion 5.2
Conclusion 5.3

Conclusion 5.4
Conclusion 5.5

Conclusion 5.6

The theoretical demand for CO2 for EOR in North America is large but, technical
considerations aside, the timing of major additional CO2 streams becoming
available in both Europe and North America will be the key to the commercial
viability of a transatlantic shipping operation.
If possible results from studies on shipping CO2, that are being undertaken on
behalf of the DoE, should be made publically available
Further research and analysis is required in a number of technical and commercial
areas before any firm conclusion can be reached about the viability of shipping CO2
from the EU to North America for EOR.
India has limited geological resources available to it in which to store CO2 and
therefore requires a shipping based CO2 transport option.
India should seek to work with the USA to develop a bilateral agreement for the
development of ship transportation of CO2, and should consider a similar
undertaking with the Gulf States.
Companies based in the EU, with experience of CO2 shipping and or storage, should
seek to support the development of 5.5 as this could expedite wider progress on
legal issues concerning transboundary shipping of CO2.

6. Closing Discussion
Following the comprehensive discussions documented above relatively little time remained for the closing
discussion. Participants were therefore asked to succinctly articulate both what they additionally felt that
they had learnt from the day, and what they felt should happen next.
A) What Have We Learnt?
1 Potential exists for joint ventures (not just bi-laterals), and which may not be just linear chains in
structure, e.g. companies from UK, NL & NO getting involved to get a USA-India venture off the ground.
2 West Africa is another geography where CO2 could be delivered by ship for the purposes of EOR.
3 Volume delivery to storage assets can be stepwise increased as and when commercially justified by, for
example, reel laying additional pipes of up to 12” diameter when required.
4 The Norwegian study has demonstrated that a non-steady flow of CO2 (as from shipping) can be utilised
in the EOR context.
5 The cross over point between choosing a pipeline or shipping transport option is a function of numerous
factors (including capital flexibility), and varies from project to project.
6 A study has been completed by SCCS and TNO under the auspices of CATO [15].
7 Shipping CO2 from South Wales could be considered to the East Irish Sea, Teesside, Scotland or Norway
as, whilst increasing, none of the distances involved necessarily precludes a cost effective shipping
solution
8 SMR based production of hydrogen (with associated CCS) is of interest in Wales
9 A new large waste incinerator has recently begun operation in South Wales, that is located ‘100m’ from
the coast, and could therefore be including in a shipping solution for industrial emitters (in a similar
manner to the Norwegian study)
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B) What Should Be Done Next?
1 An in-depth study of the legal options around the London Protocol is required:
•
•

Driven by one or more business case examples this would demonstrate benefits to the relevant
countries
It would be necessary to engage with IMO who run the LP process

2 A more in-depth study on CO2 sources in Wales and their concentrations is required. University of Cardiff
and UKCCSRC to collaborate on this.
3 Dialogue with Norway should continue and be extended re inward shipping of CO2
•
•
•

Drive from UK/Welsh organisation with CO2 to potentially be shipped
UKCCSRC to facilitate, with involvement of DBEIS
Gassnova as potential Norwegian contact / opposite number

4 Tees Valley Unlimited to continue talks with Norwegian interests (Statoil), looking at London Protocol
issues, and the potential to use existing ship + export facility to ‘test the waters’ using CO2 from
GrowHow.
5 Identify the existing export / import capacity at Teesside
6 Investigate the possibilities for a demonstration project out of South Wales
7 Identify whether a project to undertake seismic surveys for Welsh based storage would be of value
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Delivering Cost Effective CCS in the 2020s: an overview of
possible developments in Wales and areas linked to Welsh
CCS activities via shipping
University of Cardiff, Friday 22 July 2016.

CO2 shipping for storage
overview: technical and possible
UK CO2 reception terminals
Acknowledgements: Julia Race, John Gale, Kumar Patchigolla,
Contact: Jon Gibbins
Director, UK CCS Research Centre
Professor of Power Plant Engineering and Carbon Capture
University of Sheffield
The UKCCSRC is supported by the
Engineering and Physical Sciences Research
www.ukccsrc.ac.uk
Council as part of the Research Councils UK
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jon@ukccsrc.ac.uk

About the UKCCSRC
www.ukccsrc.ac.uk
The UK Carbon Capture and Storage Research Centre (UKCCSRC) leads and coordinates a
programme of underpinning research on all aspects of carbon capture and storage (CCS)
in support of basic science and UK government efforts on energy and climate change.
The Centre brings together over 290 of the UK’s world-class CCS academics from moe
than 40 UK universities and research institutes and provides a national focal point for CCS
research and development.
Over 310 Early Career Researchers participate in an active capacity development ECR
programme.
Initial core funding for the UKCCSRC is provided by £10M from the Engineering and
Physical Sciences Research Council (EPSRC) as part of the RCUK Energy Programme. This is
complemented by £3M in additional funding from the Department of Energy and Climate
Change (DECC) to help establish new open-access national pilot-scale facilities
(www.pact.ac.uk). Partner institutions have contributed £2.5M.
The UKCCSRC welcomes experienced industry and overseas Associate members and links
to all CCS stakeholders through its CCS Community Network.
https://ukccsrc.ac.uk/membership/associate-membership
https://ukccsrc.ac.uk/membership/ccs-community-network
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Scope of presentation
•

A quick collection of work showing general
trends

•

Note reviews on shipping that are available

•

Recent studies that indicate commercial status

•

Work in progress!

PH4/30 – July 2004
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Ship transport of CO2
An Overview
Pete Brownsort
UKCCSRC Biannual Meeting,
Cranfield University, 22nd April 2015
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9

CO2 shipping literature survey
• SCCS Joint Industry Project on
CO2-EOR commissioned
literature survey, 2014
– Extent and scope of literature
on transport of CO2 by ship
– Key findings for EOR

http://www.sccs.org.uk/images/experti
se/reports/co2-eor-jip/SCCS-CO2EOR-JIP-WP15-Shipping.pdf
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10

21
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https://www.globalccsinstitute.com/publications/preliminary-feasibility-study-co2-carrier-ship-based-ccs
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River barge transport
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http://www.zeroemissionsplatform.eu/library/publication/167-zep-costreport-transport.html
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King Abdel-Aziz City for Science and Technology (KACST) Technical
Innovation Center (TIC) on Carbon Capture and Sequestration (CCS),
King Fahd University of Petroleum & Minerals(KFUPM), Saudi Arabia
CCS Forum, 5 May 2015

Taking CCS forward - working
together on a global transformation
Jon Gibbins
Director, UK CCS Research Centre
Professor of Power Plant Engineering and Carbon Capture
University of Edinburgh
www.ukccsrc.ac.uk
jon@ukccsrc.ac.uk

Example – Petrobras Lula Project
http://www.pucrs.br/cepac/download/ccsavancado/3.CO2_Management_Brazil_Grava.pdf
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http://www.pucrs.br/cepac/download/ccsavancado/3.CO2_Management_Brazil_Grava.pdf

http://www.pucrs.br/cepac/download/ccsavancado/3.CO2_Management_Brazil_Grava.pdf
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http://www.pucrs.br/cepac/download/ccsavancado/3.CO2_Management_Brazil_Grava.pdf

(UOP Separex™ membrane systems)

http://www.pucrs.br/cepac/download/ccsavancado/3.CO2_Management_Brazil_Grava.pdf

*

* hydrocarbon dew point
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http://www.pucrs.br/cepac/download/ccsavancado/3.CO2_Management_Brazil_Grava.pdf

Down-selected UK CO2 storage sites from ETI studies

Any shipping
pping
loading/offloading
offloading
hat can be
facility that
ed to a CO2
connected
cluster with a
pipeline to offshore
storage could be
both an import and
an export
rt terminal

http://www.eti.co.uk/ccs-a-picture-of-co2-storage-in-the-uk/31

Shipping transport from sites without ready pipeline access might be attractive if
the CO2 could be sold, the expected price differential between onshore EOR
(North America) and offshore EOR (North Sea) could justify the greater distance.
Pembroke B Power Station is a 2,000 MWe natural gasfired power station near Pembroke in Wales. The power
station was officially opened on 19 September 2012 and is
the largest gas-fired power station in Europe. Wikipedia

EERA Studies

Research on investigating
shipping logistics, loading and
unloading scenarios

32
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CO2 sources in Wales,
Roles Envisaged for CCS
Phil Bowen

Cardiff University
Gas Turbine Research Centre

`

Background

`

International/UK Perspective

`

Welsh Policy Context

`

Sources of CO2 across Wales

`

Shipping - Ports, Specs & CO2 proximity

`

Conclusions
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`

`
`

`

There are obvious opportunities for CCS in
relation to gas fired power stations
Also in relation to the steel industry
There may be opportunities for storage in
offshore areas
And perhaps even for transport of liquefied
CO2 from the ports of South West Wales ‘
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South WALES

`

`

`

`

`

UK Government retains responsibility in most areas, including:

`

Devolved energy and climate policy responsibilities:

`

In 2014 the Silk Commission on Devolution in Wales recommended

◦ Overall strategic approach & associated policies; Energy industry
regulation; International negotiations on energy & climate change; Policy
on the generation, transmission, distribution & supply of electricity, oil
and gas, nuclear energy & nuclear installations; All development consents
relating to ‘nationally significant’ projects (electricity generating
installations above 50MW onshore and 100MW offshore, & overhead
electricity lines); Licensing of oil & gas exploration & production activities

◦ Consents for onshore power generating infrastructure below the
threshold of 50MW are devolved, and dealt with by local planning
authorities. All onshore wind projects
◦ Offshore, Wales is responsible for consents for developments <1MW
◦ Environmental protection, economic development & some aspects of
planning are devolved

◦ raising the threshold for devolved consents for all energy generation
from 50MW to 350MW
◦ THIS FORMS PART OF THE ‘WELSH BILL’, CURRENTLY UNDER REVIEW
◦ Still won’t cover major (>350MW) strategic powerplant though

So the policy responsibilities are both national (UK,
Westminster) & devolved regional (Welsh Assembly,
Cardiff)
Wales currently has limited responsibility for some major
areas of emissions, potentially amenable to CCS,
including the steel industry and large scale electricity
generation
North Wales cluster
- storage option
South Wales – options ??
>12Mt ?
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+RWE CCGT
Pembroke,
2012, MH

PT
SE

MH
NW
SE
PT
MH

COAL POWERGEN IN WALES - FUTURE OF ABERTHAW ?
• Built 1971, 1550 MW
• Operator RWE
• Coal Fired Boilers
• c2007 Biomass for
co-firing
- £multi-M
investment
• c2007 First UK CCS
demo
• Largest CO2 emitter from power sector 2010
• UK phasing out Coal to 2025
37
• RWE plan
to shut by 2025 (2014)

Company
Centrica
Dong Energy CALON
E.On UK
International Power /
Mitsui
RWE Npower Plc
RWE Npower Plc
EDF Energy
EDF Energy
RWE Npower Plc
Magnox Ltd
RWE Npower (Npower
Renewables Ltd)
RWE Npower (Npower
Renewables Ltd)
RWE Npower (Npower
Renewables Ltd)
Statkraft Energy Ltd
Magnox Ltd
International Power /
Mitsui
International Power /
Mitsui

Station

Fuel

Barry
Severn
Connahs Quay

CCGT
CCGT
CCGT

Deeside
Pembroke
Aberthaw B
Aberdare District
Energy
Solutia District
Energy
Aberthaw GT
Maentwrog

CCGT
CCGT
coal

gas
gas oil
hydro

Cwm Dyli

hydro

MW

gas

Dolgarrog High Head hydro

17 MEAG
RES UK & Ireland Ltd
15 Resonance
49
490 Scottish Power
Statkraft Wind UK Ltd
1728 Velocita
Beaufort Wind Ltd
360

Dolgarrog Low Head hydro
Rheidol
hydro
Wylfa
nuclear
pumped
storage
Dinorwig
pumped
storage
Ffestiniog

Baglan Bay

CCGT

Station

140 Beaufort Wind Ltd
848 Beaufort Wind Ltd
1380 Beaufort Wind Ltd
Beaufort Wind Ltd
515 Beaufort Wind Ltd
2180 Beaufort Wind Ltd
1586 Cemmaes Windfarm
Ltd
10 E.On UK
Falck Renewables Wind
10 Ltd
51 Infinis
28 Infinis
Llangwyryfon Windfarm
10 Ltd

Data source: DUKES 5.10
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/
337677/dukes5_10.xls

CALON

Company

550

Beaufort Wind Ltd
RWE Npower (Npower
Renewables Ltd)

Fuel

MW

Bryn Titli
Carno
Llyn Alaw
Mynydd Gorddu
Taff Ely
Trysglwyn

wind
wind
wind
wind
wind
wind

10
34
20
10
9
6

Cemmaes
Rhyd-y-Groes

wind
wind

15
7

Cefn Croes
Mynydd Clogau
Rheidol

wind
wind
wind

59
14
2

Llangwyryfon
Tyr Mostyn & Foel
Goch
Dyffryn Brodyn
Solutia
Penryddian &
Llidiartywaun
Alltwalis
Maerdy
Ffynnon Oer

wind

9

wind
wind
wind

21
5
5

wind
wind
wind
wind
wind
(offshore
wind
(offshore

31
23
24
32

North Hoyle
Rhyl Flats

Baglan Bay CCGT-GE,
CALON Energy, Wales,
UK, 0.55GW
Developed by GE Power Systems
Operated by GE Europe Operations &
Maintenance (2004)
GE’s H System is the first gas turbine
combined-cycle system capable of
breaking the 60% efficiency barrier.

Pembroke Power Station,
RWE, Wales, UK,
2.2GW, Alstom CCGTs
Sept. 2012

Largest Gas-Fired Power Station
in Europe
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60
90

2. ILEX Energy Consulting Limited (ILEX). 2003. Importing Gas
into the UK – Gas Quality Issues. A report to Department of
Trade and Industry, Ofgem and the Health and Safety
Executive. Oxford.
3. Josten, M. and Hull, S. 2009. 2006-2009 Triennium Work
Report Program Committee D1: LNG Quality and
Interchangeability. In: 24th World Gas Conference. Argentina.

National Grid FES 2016 “Gone Green” Scenario
Still 75% of 2015

LOCATION OF MAJOR CO2 EMITTERS IN
SOUTH WALES

Conservative

Optimistic

Milford Haven
RWE, 2180MW

Valero Refinery

2-3Mt CO2?

2.4Mt CO2?
Calon Energy,
Baglan,
550MW
1.2 Mt CO2

Emissions outputs NAW (2013)
Geoenvironmental Research Centre
Canolfan Ymchwil Ddaearymgalcheddol
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TARMAC Ltd.
Cement,
??? Mt CO2

Calon Energy,
Severn,
850MW
1.2 Mt CO2

Risk & Hazard Management in the
Energy Sector

TATA Port Talbot SITE – CO2
DISAGGREGATED tC O
SOURCES

13
Total CO2
emission
MtC2O

Coal= ….kg CO2
Limestone= …kg
CO2

tC2O

2

Coal ..%kg
Limestone …kg

Natural
Gas

CO2

CO2

tC2O
Blast
furnace

CO2
Stove
s

Hot
blast

Sinter
strand

Power
Plant

Coal
…%kg

Coke

tC2O
CO2
CO2
tC2O

Lime
Kiln

Limesto
ne
…kg

tC2O

Hot
strip
mill

CO2
Coke
oven
gas
Coke
plant

Flares etc
tC2O
Converter
Gas
Carbon bearing
materials

Coal
…kg

Annual CO2 emissions
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Steel
plant

• Valero Oil Refinery, Milford Haven 2.4Mt,
2011

TARMAC Cement, Aberthaw
c.10miles Cardiff, …Mt CO2

•

• Biomass Power :
- Two 300MW plant planned : only one
project still live

- 40MW powerplant, ECO2, Port Talbot
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OTHER STORAGE OPTIONS
& UPSTREAM R&D CHALLENGES
EPSRC Funded :
i) Advanced Cycles (Imperial, Cardiff-GTRC)
ii) CO2-Recycle (EGR)
(Cardiff-GTRC, Edinburgh, Sheffield)
iii) Oxy-methane (Cardiff, UK-CCS)

Cardiff ERDF
Research (GTC)
CO2 is injected into
the coal where is
physically and
chemically
adsorbed and fixed
into the coal matrix

`
`

`
`
`

`

`

`
`

Milford Haven
Over 17.0m depth of water available at all states of tide and the
ability to handle vessels with drafts of up to 22.0m
Proximity to Atlantic trade routes
No lock restrictions
High capacity gas and oil pipelines and electricity connections to
the centre of the UK
Port Talbot
- 3 harbours
- 16.5m draft (max)
- 170,000 dwt (max)
Cardiff
Barry
Newport
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Est. 6Mt? CO2 pa

Shipping transport from sites without ready pipeline access might be
attractive if the CO2 could be sold, the expected price differential
between onshore EOR (North America) and offshore EOR (North Sea)
could justify the greater distance.
Pembroke B Power Station is a 2,000 MWe
natural gas-fired power station near Pembroke in
Wales. The power station was officially opened
on 19 September 2012 and is the largest gasfired power station in Europe. Wikipedia
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CO2 SHIPPING : MAJOR POWER CO2 EMITTERS
IN SOUTH WALES RELATIVE TO MAJOR PORTS

MAJOR
Conservative

PORTS

Optimistic

CALON,
Severn,

Milford Haven
2180MW

dwt :??k
draft : 22m

850MW

dwt – 170k
draft – 15-16.5m
CALON,
Severn,
850MW

Emissions outputs NAW (2013)
dwt - dead weight tonnage

Geoenvironmental Research Centre
Canolfan Ymchwil Ddaearymgalcheddol

dwt – 35k
draft – 10m

CO2

LPG

LNG

≤ 12

≥600 (?)

≥ 350

Capacity

Most ≤ 1800t,
up to 10,000 m3

Up to 80,000 m3

Up to 266,000 m3

Type

SemiPressurised,
pressurised/refri Semigerated
pressurised/refriger
ated, or
Refrigerated

Refrigerated,
atmospheric
pressure

Typical conditions

-30°C, 20 bara
(existing fleet)

Varied: to -55°C, 20
bara

-161°C, 1 bara

Loading/unloading

In port

In port, offshore

In port, offshore

Number of ships
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22

`

Lifetime total cost estimates for North Sea
distances range 10-30 €/t-CO2, including
compression and liquefaction
◦ Estimates vary quite widely depending on
assumptions and boundaries

`

Intuitive sensitivities to scale, distance, ship
capacity, utility costs
◦ But relatively insensitive to distance
◦ Also sensitive to cooling water temperature, CO2
supply pressure, CO2 purity

23

Energy Efficiency/Control
¾

¾

¾

¾

Liquefaction – removal of non-condensable gases &
condensing of CO2
Precise control over expansion to achieve appropriate
shipping conditions
Compression and warming up of liquid CO2 to dense phase
conditions (pipeline operating conditions) at the receiving
terminal for shipped CO2

Pumps for transporting CO2 from ship to vaporiser?
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`

CCS still features in most global & UK 2050 scenarios to meet climate change targets
targ

`

UK Government still have authority over major S.Wales emitters . CCS ?

`

North Wales potential for CO2 storage, South/West Wales storage options less clear

`

Potential for CO2 SWWales storage: (i) Local coal seams - finite (ii) Shipping to other sites (EOR, NSea)

`

Largest CO2 emitter in S.Wales: TATA, Port Talbot (>6Mt pa) – Sale/Future ?

`

No Coal power (Aberthaw) in South Wales beyond 2025

`

Gas/CCGT will have a role in UK Energy System to 2050 & beyond

`

`

`

`
`
`

3 large (>350MW; >1Mt CO2) gas (CCGT) powered plant in S. Wales:
RWE Milford Haven (2.2GW); CALON Baglan (0.55GW); CALON Severn (0.85GW)
Two of three CCGT plant NOT ‘CC-Ready’ ; RWE/Pembroke ? - probably
S/W-Wales have two deep-water ports: Milford Haven and Port Talbot, near substantial CO2 footprint.
Could accommodate LCO2/LPG vessels. South East Wales accommodate smaller LCO2 vessels
Biomass schemes proposed near the 2 major ports: potential for negative-carbon cycles ?
Research required to improve CCS + shipping efficiency/case, but no apparent technical ‘show-stoppers
Business case ?
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Legal Challenges of Cross-border CCS
Delivering Cost Effective CCS in the 2020s
University of Cardiff 22 July 2016
Ingvild Ombudstvedt, Senior Advisor Policy and
Regulatory

Agenda

¾
¾
¾
¾
¾

CCS regulatory framework
London Convention and Protocol
Liability
Moving forward
Concluding remarks
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CCS Regulatory Framework

International
Law
EU Law

Domestic
Law

CCS Regulatory Framework
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Some of the Regulatory Framework for CCS (NO)
International Law

Norwegian Law
Laws

Conventions and protocols
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾

London Convention, 1972
1996 Protocol to the London Convention
OSPAR Convention
United Nations Convention on the Law of the
Sea (UNCLOS)
United Nations Convention on Climate Change
(UNFCCC)
Kyoto Protocol
ESPOO Convention
Basel Convention

EU law
Directives
¾ Directive 2010/75/EU – Industrial Emissions
Directive
¾ Directive 2009/31/EC – CCS Directive
¾ Directive 2009/29/EC – ETS Directive
¾ Directive 2004/35/EC – Environmental Liability
Directive

¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾

The Continental Shelf Act
The Petroleum Act
The Pollution Control Act
Greenhouse Gas Emission Trading Act
Act relating to CO2 tax in the petroleum activity on
the continental shelf
The Administration Act
The Planning and Building Application Act
The Harbour Act
Ship Safety and Security Act

Regulations
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾

Regulations for transport and storage of CO2
The Petroleum regulations
The Pollution Control Regulations
The Greenhouse Gas Emission Trading Regulations
The Environmental Impact Assessment Regulations
The Planning and Building Application Regulations
The Framework Regulations
The Management Regulations
The Technical and Operational Regulations
The Activities Regulations
The Facilities Regulations

¾ Case law
¾ Standards and Guidelines….

International Law
Several international instruments having influence on (cross-border) transportation of
CO2, e.g.:
¾

UNCLOS
”States are responsible for the fulfilment of their international obligations concerning the
protection and preservation of the marine environment. They shall be liable in
accordance with international law”, cf. UNCLOS Article 235

¾

London Convention and London Protocol
“In accordance with the principles of international law regarding State responsibility for
damage to the environment of other States or to any other area of the environment, the
Contracting Parties undertake to develop procedures regarding liability arising from
the dumping or incineration at sea of wastes or other matter”, cf. LP Article 15.

¾

OSPAR
“The Contracting Parties shall take, individually and jointly, all possible steps to
prevent and eliminate pollution by dumping or incineration of wastes or other matter in
accordance with the provisions of the Convention, [...]”, cf. OSPAR Article 4

Some universal principles
¾ Precautionary principle, polluter pays and best available techniques, cf. LP Article 3 and
OSPAR Article 2
¾ Proximity principle, c.f. Preamble of the Basel Convention and the Bamaco Convention
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EU Law
Limited or scarce regulation of transport;
¾ CCS Directive Article 24: «In cases of transboundary transport of CO2, transboundary
storage sites or transboundary storage complexes, the competent authorities of the
Member States concerned shall jointly meet the requirements of this Directive and of
other relevant Community legislation.»
¾ CCS Directive 21 (1): «Member States shall take the necessary measures to ensure that
potential users are able to obtain access to transport networks and to storage sites [...].»

EU Law - Emission Allowances

Cross-border transportation may have consequences for emission
allowances:
¾ ETS Directive Article 12: «1. Member States shall ensure that allowances can be
transferred between: (a) persons within the Community; (b) persons within the
Community and persons in third countries, where such allowances are recognised in
accordance with the procedure referred to in Article 25 without restrictions other than
those contained in, or adopted pursuant to, this Directive.»
¾ ETS Directive Article 25: «1. Agreements should be concluded with third countries listed
in Annex B to the Kyoto Protocol which have ratified the Protocol to provide for the
mutual recognition of allowances between the Community scheme and other
greenhouse gas emissions trading schemes in accordance with the rules set out in
Article 300 of the Treaty. 2. [...].»
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Domestic Law
Similar basis in all the EU and EEA countries through the
CCS Directive – however enabling “minimum directive”;
¾ «Member States shall retain the right to determine the areas from which storage sites
may be selected pursuant to the requirements of this Directive. This includes the right of
Member States not to allow any storage [...]», cf. Article 4 (1)
¾ «Member States shall take the necessary measures to ensure that potential users are
able to obtain access to transport networks and to storage sites [...]», cf. Article 21 (1)
¾ «In cases of transboundary transport of CO2, transboundary storage sites or
transboundary storage complexes, the competent authorities of the Member States
concerned shall jointly meet the requirements of this Directive and of other relevant
Community legislation», cf. Article 24

Non-EU and EEA countries
¾ No common basis for a regulatory framework for CCS beyond general principles of
public international law

London Convention and Protocol
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The London Convention and Protocol
“Contracting Parties shall not allow the export of wastes or other matter to
other countries for dumping or incineration at sea,”
cf. London Protocol Article 6”

Amendment to Annex 1 adopted in 2006
¾Dumping of carbon dioxide streams from carbon dioxide capture processes for
sequestration included as waste that may be considered for dumping

Amendment adopted in 2009
¾Transboundary transportation/export restriction removed
¾ Requires ratification of 2/3 of the 45 member states (29)
¾ Current status: Ratified by UK, the Netherlands and Norway

Revised CO2 Specific Guidelines 2012
¾Transboundary storage permitted
¾ Approved and adopted

New “Guidance on Export of CO2 Streams for Disposal”
¾Approved to cover responsibilities for “arrangements or agreements” for export

Ratifications LP
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Liability

Liability and CCS Operations
 ‘Liability’ is consistently highlighted as a topic to be addressed:
— Projects and industry continue to express concern;
— Issue which has yet to be addressed/fully addressed in
some legal and regulatory frameworks.
 It is important to clarify the nature of liability, beyond a
collective term:
— Civil liability;
— Administrative liability; and
— ETS liability
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Liability Timeline – Administrative Liability

Transfer of liability

Decommissioning

Start of
Permit Injection
Injection

Monitoring, reporting,
corrective measures, ETS

∞

Financial Security

Financial Mechanism

Concluding Remarks
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Enabling Future Projects
A study on enabling transboundary transfer of CO2 for
storage - LC/LP
IEA Report – options
¾Interpretive resolution
¾Provisional application
¾Additional treaty
¾Modification of aspects of LP between two Parties
¾Suspension of aspects of LP between two Parties
¾Do CCS through non-Parties
Party to LP to import CO2 from non-Parties for storage?
The business case as an advocate for ratification.

Conclusions

¾ The regulatory framework for CCS consists of
international, regional and national instruments
¾ The EU regulatory framework for CCS offer flexibility
¾ Cross-border transportation for storage may have
consequences for emission allowances
¾ A strong business case would be in the driver seat for
implementation of an alternative approach to the London
Protocol, as well as amendments and ratifications
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FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

Contact: Ingvild.ombudstvedt@globalccsinstitute.com
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The European Union

The Kyoto Protocol
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The London Convention

The Basel Convention
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Sleipner CO2 project: 20-year milestone
World pioneering CCS project offshore Norway

Sleipner

1996
Snøhvit
LNG

2008
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CO2 storage operations require competence
and experience
Offshore well operations

CO2 injection wells

Success factors
• Good geological understanding

Subsea injection

• Innovative use of subsea and offshore
technology

• CO2 pipeline transport
• Well design, operations and interventions

4D
seismic
monitoring

• Integration with other activities
Subsea
monitoring

CO2 transport

• Monitoring of the CO2 plume and simulation
of future CO2 migrations
• Operational excellence
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The Norwegian large scale CCS project
Feasibility studies - concepts
Approx. 315,000 ton
12-14% CO2

Approx. 805,000 ton
High concentration of CO2

Storage requirements:
•
1,3 mill ton/a
•
25 years

Approx. 400,000 ton
16-19% CO2
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Smeaheia structure
• 2 exploration wells

• 3D seismic acquired
Approx. 45 km to
shore terminal

• Fault-bounded block
shallower than Troll
Field
• Structural traps
• Depth 1200 – 1700 m

5
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CO2 storage concepts
CO2 transport ship

Loading
buoy
Flexible
riser

Direct injection

Subsea
template
Extension
of riser

Subsurface
safety valve

Well

CO2 transport ship

FSI

Loading
buoy
Flexible
riser

Transshipment

Subsea
template
Extension
of riser

Subsurface
safety valve

Well

Onshore storage
CO2 transport ship

Export
pump

Pipeline

Subsea
template

Via an onshore terminal

Subsurface
safety valve

Well
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Offshore offloading – STL (Submerged Turret Loading)
CO2 transport ship

A

Loading
buoy

Challenge:
P, T – CO2 phase

Flexible
riser

Subsea
template

B
Extension
of riser

C
Subsurface
safety valve

D

Approx. 100 m
Well

E

Approx. 200 m
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Recommended storage solution and concept
Smeaheia - Intermediate storage onshore with pipeline to reservoir
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Onshore terminal and subsea injection concept

9
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Ship transportation - concepts

Low pressure
o
• 6-8 bar at -50 C

Medium pressure
• 15 bar at -25oC

10
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The Norwegian large scale CCS project
Feasibility studies - concepts

11
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Direct or collecting system at the source side
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Cost development illustration

Cost reductions

CO2 pric (USD/T)

200
150
100

48
%

Transport and storage
economies of scale

28
%
24
%
?%

Cost of capital

?%

Improved engineering
Future innovations?

50

0
Today
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De-risked storage with flexibilility – possibility
for step-wise CO2 capture strategies
Norwegian project - Derisk storage and provide
additional capacities for
CO2 from industrial sites
in Europe

Step-wise development of
CCS in key areas

Gradual build of a CCS
pipeline – threshold for new
storage infrastructure
lowered, including
capitalisation on CO2 -EOR
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Distances to shore terminal: Norway 600 km;
Teesside 750km; Wales 1800km
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Summary
• CO2-storage technical feasible
− North Sea has well characterized storage locations with huge capacities
− Long experience combined with new concepts, innovation and further technology
development give rise to cost efficient development, operational and monitoring of
CO2 storage facilities

• Regulatory and commercial barriers still the biggest hurdles for CCS
deployment. Will require a lot!
− Strong political commitment to CCS in the relevant countries and political alignment
between relevant countries
− Public-private-partnerships that give incentives and attract commercial companies
− Funding program for industrial CCS and development plan for key-areas
− Liabilities

− Remove legal barriers e.g. London protocol
− Alignment of specifications, regulations, etc.
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